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QUESTION 1

An end user reports performance issues on the site. The AEM environment uses a CDN and a dispatcher as caching
layers. The number of requests on the publish instance has increased significantly. 

Which metric can be monitored to see trends related to the problem early enough to be able to react? 

A. Output from the request.log in measuring response time 

B. "Current cache hit ratio" in the dispatcher.log 

C. "Recent requests" in AEM 

D. Offload metric in the CDN 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An AEM instance is restarted with the command: java -Dsling.run.modes=author -jar cq-publish.jar -r author. The
sling.properties includes the line sling.run.modes=publish. 

In which runmode is AEM started? 

A. Author runmode because the -r parameter has the highest priority 

B. Publish runmode because it is determined from the quickstart jar filename 

C. Author runmode because the system property sling.run.modes has the highest priority 

D. Publish runmode because the sling.properties file has the highest priority 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which tool must be used to run an offline compaction? 

A. oak-run jar 

B. crx2oak jar 

C. oak-offline-compaction jar 

D. oak-maintenance jar 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: http://www.aemcq5tutorials.com/tutorials/online-offline-tar-compaction-in-aem/ 
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QUESTION 4

During security tests it becomes apparent that AEM specific paths were accessible on the publish instance, which
should not be accessible to the public. 

What is the best practice configuration on a publish dispatcher instance? 

A. /0001 { /type "deny" /glob "/system/*"} 

B. /0001 { /type "deny" /glob "*"} 

C. /0001 { /type "deny" /url "/system/*"} 

D. /0001 { /type "deny" /url "/r/*"] 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

How should a DevOps Engineer perform an AEM upgrade that preserves versions and workflows? 

A. Put the updated AEM quickstart jar in the install folder and restart AEM in upgrade mode 

B. Install the updated version of AEM using the package manager 

C. Perform an in-place upgrade of the AEM instance 

D. Set up a new AEM instance and copy the content with content packages 

Correct Answer: C 
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